Treatment of intermittent claudication: the impact on quality of life.
To measure changes in claudicant's quality of life after surgery, angioplasty or unsupervised exercise. To explore the relationship between clinical indicators of limb perfusion and patient's perception of health change. Prospective study. University Hospital vascular outpatients. 202 claudicants referred for Duplex of lower limb arterial disease over a 12 month period. The short form 36 questionnaire was used to determine quality of life. Ankle pressures and walking distances were determined. The SF-36 was completed by 186 patients (92%) before and after treatment (34 operative patients, 74 angioplasty and 78 treated by exercise alone). Baseline quality of life was worse in surgical patients. Unsupervised exercise produced minimal changes in quality of life. Angioplasty and operation produced similar, significant improvements in physical functioning and pain. Changes in physical function or pain scores were unrelated to changes in ankle pressure. Unsupervised exercise programs are unlikely to significantly improve patient's quality of life. The benefits of surgery and angioplasty support a relaxation in the indications for investigation and treatment of claudicants. Patients with impaired perceived health should not be denied treatment on the basis of preintervention ankle pressure or walking distance alone.